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Purpose: To measure spatiotemporal B0 field changes in real time using FID  
navigators (FIDnavs) and to demonstrate the efficacy of retrospectively correcting 
high‐resolution T∗

2
‐weighted images using a novel FIDnav framework.

Methods: A forward model of the complex FIDnav signals was generated by simu-
lating the effect of changes in the underlying B0 inhomogeneity coefficients, with 
spatial encoding provided by a multi‐channel reference image. Experiments were 
performed at 3T to assess the accuracy of B0 field estimates from FIDnavs acquired 
from a 64‐channel head coil under different shim settings and in 5 volunteers per-
forming deep‐breathing and nose‐touching tasks designed to modulate the B0 field. 
Second‐order, in‐plane spherical harmonic (SH) inhomogeneity coefficients esti-
mated from FIDnavs were incorporated into an iterative reconstruction to retrospec-
tively correct 2D gradient‐echo images acquired in both axial and sagittal planes.
Results: Spatiotemporal B0 field changes measured from rapidly acquired FIDnavs 
were in good agreement with the results of second‐order SH fitting to the measured 
field maps. FIDnav field estimates accounted for a significant proportion of the ΔB0 
variance induced by deep breathing (64 ± 21%) and nose touching (67 ± 34%) across 
all volunteers. Ghosting, blurring, and intensity modulation artifacts in T∗

2
‐weighted 

images, induced by spatiotemporal field changes, were visibly reduced following 
retrospective correction with FIDnav inhomogeneity coefficients.
Conclusions: Spatially resolved B0 inhomogeneity changes up to second order can 
be characterized in real time using the proposed approach. Retrospective FIDnav cor-
rection substantially improves T∗

2
‐weighted image quality in the presence of strong 

B0 field modulations, with potential for real‐time shimming.
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1 |  INTRODUCTION

Accurate image encoding in MRI relies on exact knowl-
edge of the underlying magnetic field gradients, which are 
designed to vary linearly across the imaging volume. In the 
presence of B0 field inhomogeneities, higher‐order gradients 
cause a variety of image artifacts including ghosting, blur-
ring and signal loss in T∗

2
‐weighted imaging,1 and unwanted 

macroscopic phase changes in SWI.2 Field distortions arise 
from the underlying magnetic susceptibility distribution in 
the head, particularly in regions near air–tissue interfaces 
such as the frontal sinus, nasal cavities, and ear canals, as 
well as imperfections in the main magnet and gradient fields. 
MRI scanners automatically perform a shimming process be-
fore scanning by measuring a low‐resolution field map and 
superimposing an optimal combination of low‐spatial‐order 
spherical harmonic (SH) fields on the static magnetic field. 
Although this helps to improve static B0 homogeneity for the 
subject‐specific susceptibility distribution, it does not ac-
count for dynamic B0 fluctuations that occur over the course 
of the scan because of system instabilities, subject motion, 
and other physiological processes. Respiration induces time‐
varying magnetic susceptibility distributions in the brain be-
cause of movement of the chest wall, changing lung volume, 
and fluctuations in local oxygen concentrations.3,4 Motion, 
both inside and outside the imaging volume, also alters the 
susceptibility distribution, giving rise to spatially varying B0 
changes.5,6 As these susceptibility effects scale with the ap-
plied magnetic field, they become increasingly important at 
higher field strengths, where artifacts are more pronounced.7

To compensate for these time‐varying effects, B0 field 
changes must be monitored and either the shim currents 
must be updated during the scan (dynamic or real‐time 
shimming) or the effects of ΔB0 must be considered in 
the reconstruction. Commercial MRI scanners often apply 
dynamic correction to account for global frequency drift 
in sensitive applications such as EPI and spectroscopy. 
External field probes positioned around the subject may be 
used to dynamically sample spatiotemporal field changes 
during imaging for real‐time field control8 or retrospective 
artifact correction.9,10 This method requires that low‐spatial‐ 
order field maps be fitted to these point measurements 
using either SH expansion8,11 or training data12 to extrap-
olate field changes in the head region, which may limit ac-
curacy. Methods that estimate field changes from the MR 
data itself are advantageous as they measure ΔB0 directly 
within the brain, without the need for any additional hard-
ware. FID navigators (FIDnavs) have traditionally been 
used to compensate for global frequency fluctuations in 
fMRI13,14 and can be rapidly acquired with minor sequence 
modifications. Zeroth‐order correction can also yield some 
improvement in structural scans, for example correcting 
for respiration in axial slices where the dominant effect 

manifests as a global frequency shift,1 but is inadequate 
in other scenarios because of the spatial heterogeneity of 
the induced field changes. To provide spatially resolved 
field estimates, multiple 1D navigators of the projections 
may be acquired along orthogonal axes.15,16 First‐order B0 
changes may then be calculated in each readout direction 
by measuring the shifts in the center of k‐space or the phase 
evolution between 2 gradient echoes separated by time Δ�.  
Three‐dimensional dual‐echo navigators may be used to fur-
ther improve spatially resolved field estimates,17,18 however, 
these take a long time to acquire meaning there is a trade‐off 
between the spatial resolution of measurements and the in-
crease in scan time. Segmented navigators can be used to 
reduce the additional scan time needed, but at the cost of 
temporal resolution. Therefore, most current methods are 
limited to infrequent, “global” field measurements over the 
imaging volume, which is insufficient, particularly near re-
gions with large magnetic susceptibility changes. Slice‐by‐
slice ΔB0 correction would be more beneficial to correct for 
highly localized field changes within the brain.

Several approaches have used additional information pro-
vided by multi‐channel receive coil arrays or training data 
to enable spatially resolved field maps to be measured from 
rapidly acquired navigator echoes with or without gradient 
encoding. For example, the phase changes from FID and  
frequency‐encoded navigators can be weighted by the coil 
sensitivity profile at each location to provide an approxima-
tion of the spatial field distribution.5 Other approaches make 
use of the fact that the number of adjustable shim correction 
fields is already limited and use additional encoding informa-
tion to transform a small amount of k‐space data directly into 
field inhomogeneity coefficients.19,20 Van Gelderen et al19 
modeled the effect of second‐order shim currents on phase 
changes in a phantom, followed by subject‐specific training 
to calibrate navigator phase changes as a function of chest 
motion information acquired during the scan, however, this 
method only corrects for periodic phase variations linearly 
related to measured chest position. Another approach is to 
directly model the FIDnav as a weighted integral of the spin 
density distribution and field inhomogeneities, modulated by 
the coil sensitivity at each point. Splitthoff and Zaitsev20 pro-
posed estimating low‐order shim coefficients from the tem-
poral evolution (slope) of FIDnavs by expressing the FIDnav 
as a projection of a multi‐channel reference image. Although 
this study demonstrated proof‐of‐principle of this method on 
phantom data, implicit assumptions about tissue relaxation 
and chemical heterogeneity, which are known to influence 
the temporal evolution of the complex FIDnav signal, are 
problematic for in vivo imaging.

In this study, we propose an alternative method to rap-
idly measure spatiotemporal field changes from FIDnavs 
by simulating the effect of low‐spatial‐order field changes 
using encoding provided by a complex multi‐channel 
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reference image. Rather than estimating ΔB0 from the tem-
poral evolution of the FIDnav signal, we consider the effect 
of underlying shim changes on FIDnav measurements sam-
pled at the TE of the reference image. Solving the inverse 
problem posed by the FIDnavs yields the change in ΔB0 
inhomogeneity coefficients over time. The main contribu-
tions of this work are as follows

1. Creation of a forward model that describes the effect 
of ΔB0 on the measured FIDnav signal in each slice 
using a low‐resolution multi‐channel reference image 
and simulated shim coefficient changes.

2. Rapid estimation of up to second‐order, in‐plane inhomo-
geneity coefficients from FIDnavs acquired under differ-
ent scanner shim settings and in volunteers performing 
tasks designed to induce strong B0 fluctuations.

3. Retrospective correction of T∗

2
‐weighted images using an 

iterative reconstruction algorithm to compensate for spati-
otemporal B0 changes measured from FIDnavs.

2 |  METHODS

2.1 | FID navigator field measurement 
framework
FIDnavs measure the signal received by each element in a coil 
array without any gradient encoding. In the presence of spatially 
varying coil sensitivities and static field inhomogeneities, the 
FIDnav signal yj,0 (τ) from channel j, sampled at time τ at a refer-
ence point (denoted acquisition index 0), may be represented as

where cj(r) represents the spatial sensitivity profile of the jth 
coil; �(r,�) is the effective spin density at TE τ (accounting for 
relaxation, excitation profile etc.); �j(r) is the phase contribu-
tion arising from the transmit and receive coils; γ is the gy-
romagnetic ratio (in rads−1T−1); ΔB0(r) describes the spatial 
magnetic field inhomogeneity; and r is the spatial coordinate 
within the excited volume. For 2D slice‐selective imaging, 
r= (x,y) and the integral is performed over the excited slice, 
although the method is easily extendable to 3D. This may 
also be expressed as the integral of a reference image sj,0(r,τ) 
measured by the jth coil with TE τ. Using this information, an 
FIDnav at acquisition n may be written

where δB0,n(r) is the change in field inhomogeneity at acqui-
sition n, relative to the reference acquisition, and is consid-
ered to be constant during the readout time.

Spatiotemporal variations in the magnetic field δB0 may 
be represented by a series of low‐order SH fields as follows:

where �(r) is an Np×Nb matrix representing the Nb basis 
functions for an image with Np pixels, and b (n) is an Nb×1 
vector representing the coefficients at acquisition n. By 
stacking information from Nc receiver coils, and approximat-
ing integration as a complex summation of pixel intensities, 
Equation 2 may be written in matrix form as

where yj,n is the measured FIDnav from coil j at acquisition n 
and Sj,0 is a 1×Np vector of the reference complex coil image 
pixel intensities.

A forward model can be generated by simulating the 
effect of changes in the underlying inhomogeneity coeffi-
cients on the complex FIDnavs (Equation 4). If δB0 is suf-
ficiently small (i.e., exp (x)≈1+x), changes in the FIDnav 
signal may be assumed to be linear with respect to the field 
inhomogeneity coefficients. A calibration matrix A may then 
be determined by simulating step changes in the underly-
ing SH inhomogeneity coefficients bk, so that each element 
Aj,k =Sjexp

(

i���kbk

)

. A schematic of this framework is 
shown in Figure 1. Considering the real and imaginary parts 
of the complex FIDnav signal vector Y and calibration matrix 
A, which is of size Nc× (Nb+1), results in the following over-
determined system of equations

The unknown coefficients b describing the inhomoge-
neity coefficients can then be computed using least‐squares 
fitting to solve the inverse problem posed by the measured 
FIDnavs.

2.2 | Multi‐channel reference image
FIDnavs represent the integral of each voxel’s contribution 
(determined by spin density, field inhomogeneities, and 
TE), weighted by the coil sensitivity at each spatial location. 
Therefore, discrete summation of the complex pixel values 
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in images measured by each coil may be used to simulate the 
FIDnav signal, as described above. However, gradient delays, 
eddy currents, and other system imperfections cause small 
deviations in gradient encoding, giving rise to small phase 
offsets and distortions in images acquired with Cartesian 
sampling. To mitigate these effects, a pair of reference images 
were acquired with high readout bandwidth (to minimize dis-
tortion) and opposite gradient polarities. Low‐resolution im-
ages were reconstructed by applying an elliptical filter to the 
raw k‐space data to minimize Gibb’s ringing, and the phase 
error was estimated via a weighted sum over channels of the 
Hermitian inner product

where s+
j
 and s−

j
 refer to the images acquired from the jth coil 

with opposite gradient polarities and s∗ denotes the complex 
conjugate. The reference image was estimated by combining 
the phase‐corrected data as follows

2.3 | MR data acquisition
All phantom and volunteer experiments were performed on a 
whole‐body 3T MRI scanner (MAGNETOM Skyra, Siemens 
Healthcare, Erlangen, Germany) equipped with quadrature 
transmit and a 64‐channel phased array head coil. A prod-
uct FLASH sequence was modified to acquire an FIDnav 

following each slice‐selective radiofrequency excitation and 
before the imaging readout. Five volunteers (2 female; aged 
28–37  y) were scanned after providing written informed 
consent in accordance with the Institutional Review Board‐ 
approved protocol.

2.4 | Experiment 1: accuracy of FIDnav 
B0 field measurements with changing 
shim settings
A doped water bottle phantom was scanned with changing 
first‐ and second‐order shim settings on the scanner. A sin-
gle axial slice was acquired through the isocenter, and shim 
currents corresponding to the SH functions X, Y, X2‐Y2 and 
2XY were manually altered in between each scan. The ex-
periment was divided into 4 sequential blocks: first‐order 
shim settings were adjusted in the range ±4 μT/m in incre-
ments of 1 μT/m; second‐order shim settings were adjusted 
in the range ±50 μT/m2 in increments of 12.5 μT/m2. This 
range of values was chosen to give a comparable maximum 
frequency change within the phantom20 and represents the 
scale of shim changes previously observed in volunteer ex-
periments.15 The experiment was then repeated on a vol-
unteer, who was instructed to lie still in the magnet for the 
duration of imaging.

Before each measurement block, a pair of 2D FLASH 
reference images with opposite gradient polarities were 
acquired (total acquisition time ~13 s). A dual‐echo FID‐ 
navigated sequence was acquired for each shim setting. 
Scan parameters for the reference and FID‐navigated 
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F I G U R E  1  Schematic showing construction of a forward model of FIDnav data points from a multi‐channel reference image and simulated 
step changes in B0 field inhomogeneity coefficients. Dynamic field changes may be estimated using this calibrated model by solving the inverse 
problem posed by the rapidly acquired FIDnavs in each slice
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scans are given in Table 1. Two averages of the FID‐ 
navigated sequence were acquired, resulting in 128 
FIDnavs for each acquisition (1 for each phase‐encoding 
step). Measurements from the first 4  s were discarded to 
allow the FIDnav signal to reach a steady state. The FIDnav 
ADC readout sampled a total of 320 points in 4  ms. To 
match the contrast properties of the reference image, 10 
complex FIDnav readout samples centered on TE = 4 ms 
were averaged, generating a single measurement for each 
coil and phase‐encoding step. The resulting FIDnav time‐
course was median‐filtered (window size = 3) before dy-
namic field estimation. Phase‐corrected reference images 
from each channel were reconstructed as described above. 
Zeroth‐, first‐, and second‐order changes in the in‐plane 
shim coefficients (normalized to induce a 0.1  μT change 
at 0.1 m from the isocenter) were simulated to calibrate the 
model matrix A. The inverse of Equation 5 was solved to 
yield field inhomogeneity coefficients describing variations 
up to second order (Nb = 5). We also tested directly solv-
ing for the field inhomogeneity coefficients (Equation 4) 
using a non‐linear optimization algorithm21 and compared 
this with the linear approximation. This yielded highly 
similar results (see Supporting Information Figure S1),  
and therefore the linear approximation was used in the re-
mainder of the experiments.

Conventional field mapping was also performed for com-
parison by calculating the pixel‐wise phase difference be-
tween the multi‐channel dual‐echo data as follows

where ΔTE is the difference in TEs. To reduce noise, field 
maps were filtered using a 3 × 3 median filter and SH func-
tions up to second‐order were fit within the foreground re-
gion, determined by intensity thresholding. FIDnav field 
coefficients were compared to those obtained by direct SH 
fitting. To enable direct comparison of the field maps ob-
tained by the proposed FIDnav method Best,FID

0
(r, n) and the 

results of SH fitting B
est,SH

0
(r, n) to pixel‐wise field maps 

B
ref

0
(r, n) (considered the “gold‐standard” method for shim-

ming), the relative mean sum‐of‐squares error (rMSSE) was 
calculated within the masked region as follows12

where Δ (r, n)=Best
0

(r, n)−B
ref

0
(r, n) and ⟨⋅⟩n and ⟨⋅⟩ROI  

denote the temporal average and both temporal and spatial 
average within the ROI, respectively. The temporal mean is 
removed in the calculation of rMSSE as constant B0 offsets 
do not result in any image degradation.12
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2.5 | Experiment 2: evaluation of FIDnav 
ΔB0 field measurements during deep‐
breathing and nose‐touching tasks
In this experiment, volunteers were asked to perform tasks 
designed to modulate the B0 field while FIDnavs and dy-
namic field maps were acquired simultaneously. Subjects 
were asked to (1) lie still and breathe normally; (2) take 
deep breaths, holding inhale and exhale respiratory positions 
(deep‐breathing); and (3) move their arm to touch their nose 
in discrete steps (nose‐touching). FID‐navigated 2D FLASH 
scans were acquired in both axial and sagittal orientations to 
examine the field changes in different directions. Scan pa-
rameters were the same as those used in the previous experi-
ment (Table 1). Head motion was monitored over the course 
of the scan using an electromagnetic tracking system (Robin 
Medical, Baltimore, MD) comprising 4 sensors placed on the 
subject’s forehead, which measure position and orientation 
in real time.22

FIDnav inhomogeneity coefficients were computed as 
described above. To provide ground‐truth measurements of 
spatiotemporal field changes, a series of 15 low‐resolution 
dual‐echo images were acquired for each paradigm. Field 
changes were estimated relative to the baseline field map, 
and ground‐truth SH coefficients were calculated by fitting 
to the measured pixel‐wise data in the foreground region, as 
described above. Field maps computed from the FIDnav and 
fitted SH coefficients were compared to the measured pixel‐
wise field maps by evaluating the rMSSE. One‐sample t‐tests 
were performed to determine if the reduction in rMSSE was 
significantly different from 0.

2.6 | Experiment 3: retrospective 
correction of high‐resolution gradient‐echo  
scans
High‐resolution 2D FLASH scans were also acquired for 
each subject to examine any improvements in image quality 
that could be achieved by incorporating FIDnav field esti-
mates into the reconstruction. Three scans were acquired for 
each paradigm: volunteers were instructed to (1) lie still and 
breathe normally; (2) breathe deeply for the duration of the 
scan; and (3) repeatedly raise their arm to touch their nose. 
Reference and high‐resolution structural images were ac-
quired for a single slice in both axial and sagittal orientations. 
High‐resolution images were acquired with multiple echoes 
to enable comparison of artifacts and reconstruction quality 
with increasing T∗

2
‐weighting. Multi‐slice axial scans were 

also acquired for 2 subjects to confirm that acquiring mul-
tiple interleaved slices did not affect the ability of FIDnavs 
to estimate in‐plane shim parameters. Scan parameters are 
displayed in Table 1. The total time taken to acquire the ref-
erence data was 51 s and 77 s for the single‐slice and multi‐
slice acquisitions, respectively.

Retrospective correction of second‐order phase errors 
was performed using an iterative reconstruction approach.5 
FIDnav field estimates were incorporated into the image‐
encoding equation, which can be written in matrix form as 
follows

where kj is a 
[

Nk ×1
]

 vector of the sampled k‐space data from 
the jth coil, E is the encoding matrix, extended to contain 
both Fourier‐encoding terms and phase errors for each k‐
space shot E�,u = exp

(

−i[k� ⋅xu+��0

(

ru

)]

), and Sj is an 
[

Np×1
]

 vector of the image pixel intensities. Because E is 
of size 

[

Nk, Np

]

, it becomes prohibitively large, even for mod-
erate imaging resolutions. Therefore, an iterative approach 
was used that calculates the relevant parts of E and its con-
jugate EH for each segment of k‐space denoted by the mask 
Mi; F is the Fourier transform operator and Pi = exp

(

i���bi

)

 
is a 

[

Np×1
]

 vector of phase errors corresponding to the ith  
k‐space segment. The maximum number of iterations was 
set to 3 as an ad hoc measure to limit reconstruction times;  
k‐space data from each channel was compressed into 16 vir-
tual coils to further accelerate reconstruction.23 Complex 
image data from each virtual coil was combined using the 
adaptive‐combine algorithm.24

The first image in each set, acquired without any inten-
tional B0 field variations, was used as a reference to assess the 
performance of the proposed method for compensating for 
spatiotemporal field inhomogeneities. Each image was regis-
tered to the corresponding reference image, and normalized 
root‐mean‐square error (NRMSE) within a masked region 
determined by intensity thresholding was calculated for im-
ages reconstructed with and without retrospective correction.

3 |  RESULTS

3.1 | Experiment 1: accuracy of FIDnav 
B0 field measurements with changing shim 
settings
Figure 2 shows the mean and SD of the estimated inhomoge-
neity coefficients from FIDnav measurements in a phantom 
and volunteer scan where the scanner shim currents were sys-
tematically modified. Coefficients estimated by directly fit-
ting second‐order SH functions to measured pixel‐wise field 
maps are also shown for comparison. The shim coefficients 
measured from both FIDnavs and direct fitting demonstrate 
a high correlation with the applied values, although some 
cross‐term fields are evident. In the phantom scan, compari-
son between FIDnav field coefficient estimates and direct SH 
fitting yielded mean absolute errors of 0.061 ± 0.057 μT/m 
(for maximum changes of 4 μT/m) and 0.601 ± 0.926 μT/m2  
(for maximum changes of 50  μT/m2). In the volunteer 

(10)kj =ESj =

∑

i

MiF
(

Pi ⋅Sj

)

,
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scan, mean absolute errors were 0.231  ±  0.345  μT/m and 
1.85 ± 2.55 μT/m2. Applying FIDnav field estimates corre-
sponded to a mean reduction in rMSSE of 98.4% and 76.6% 
in the phantom and volunteer scans, respectively (compared 
to 99.4% and 97.0% for direct SH fitting).

3.2 | Experiment 2: evaluation of FIDnav 
ΔB0 field measurements in vivo
Both deep‐breathing and nose‐touching tasks induced sub-
stantial spatiotemporal variations in the B0 field. Head 
motion was monitored during each scan, and root‐sum‐of‐
squares translations and rotations across all volunteers were 
0.25 ± 0.20 mm and 0.22 ± 0.36°. For all scans, over 99% of 
translational motions and 96% of rotational motions remained 
within 1 mm and 1°, respectively. The estimated changes in 
inhomogeneity coefficients in the sagittal plane during deep 
breathing are shown in Figure 3A. Pixel‐wise ΔB0 maps 
computed relative to the baseline scan for inhale and exhale 
respiratory positions are shown in Figure 3B, alongside the 
results of second‐order SH fitting and maps generated from 
the estimated FIDnav inhomogeneity coefficients. Maximum 
changes of up to 24.5 Hz were observed in the brainstem dur-
ing deep breathing. A comparison of zeroth‐, first‐, and sec-
ond‐order FIDnav and SH inhomogeneity coefficients across 
all volunteers performing the deep breathing task in the sag-
ittal plane is shown in Supporting Information Figure S2.  
FIDnav inhomogeneity coefficients measured in the axial 
plane during nose touching, and the corresponding field 
maps are shown in Figure 4. Strong inhomogeneities of up 

to 19.4 Hz were observed in the frontal brain region. Maps 
generated from the measured FIDnav coefficients are in ex-
cellent agreement with those computed by directly fitting 
SH functions to the measured field maps. Mean absolute er-
rors between FIDnav and SH inhomogeneity coefficients for 
deep‐breathing and nose‐touching tasks in axial and sagittal 
planes are summarized in Supporting Information Table S1.

The rMSSE (relative to the measured pixel‐wise maps) for 
“gold‐standard” SH fitting and the proposed FIDnav method 
are shown in Figure 5. This gives an estimate of the percent-
age of the ΔB0 variance explained by each approach. Values 
below 100% demonstrate a reduction in spatial ΔB0 inhomo-
geneity, compared to no correction. For the deep‐breathing ex-
periment, mean reductions in rMSSE of 68 ± 26% (axial) and 
61 ± 15% (sagittal) were achieved using our proposed FIDnav 
approach. For nose touching, reductions in rMSSE were 
80 ± 17% (axial) and 55 ± 44% (sagittal). FIDnav correction 
resulted in a significant (P < 0.05) improvement in residual 
inhomogeneity for deep breathing in both axial and sagittal 
orientations, and for nose touching in axial orientation.

3.3 | Experiment 3: retrospective 
correction of high‐resolution gradient‐echo  
scans
Retrospective correction results for high‐resolution struc-
tural imaging in the sagittal plane during deep breathing are 
shown in Figure 6A for different TEs. The 5 SH coefficients 
measured by FIDnavs during continuous deep breathing are 
shown in Figure 6B. Deep breathing induces substantial 

F I G U R E  2  First‐order (X and Y) and second‐order (X2‐Y2 and 2XY) shim changes measured in phantom (A) and volunteer (B) experiments. 
Solid line denotes the applied shim currents; filled circles with error bars show the mean and standard deviation of FIDnav measurements in each 
scan; gray crosses denote results of direct SH fitting to pixel‐wise field maps. FIDnav shim estimates demonstrate a high correlation with the 
applied values in both phantom and in vivo scans
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ghosting artifacts, particularly for more inferior brain regions 
that are closer to the lungs. Ghosting becomes more severe 
with longer TEs; for strongly T∗

2
‐weighted images, anatomic 

information in the cerebellum and brainstem is destroyed 
(Figure 6C). Image quality is visibly improved following 
retrospective correction with FIDnav field estimates across 
all TEs. Similarly, Figure 7A demonstrates a clear improve-
ment in the quality of high‐resolution axial images following 
dynamic FIDnav field correction for the nose‐touching task. 
Field disturbances, particularly in frontal brain regions, re-
sult in substantial ghosting and blurring artifacts, which are 
visibly reduced following retrospective correction. Boxplots 
of NRMSE (computed for the longest TE) before and after 
correction, relative to the image acquired with no intentional 
ΔB0 modulations, are shown for the deep‐breathing and 
nose‐touching tasks in Figure 8. NRMSE decreased for all 
volunteers in both axial and sagittal orientations. The per-
centage reduction in NRMSE for the deep‐breathing task 
was 19.0 ± 4.7% for axial scans and 13.3 ± 10.4% for sag-
ittal scans. For nose touching, reduction in NRMSE was 
19.2 ± 16.4% (axial plane) and 10.1 ± 11.7% (sagittal plane).

Examples of retrospective correction for slice‐wise field 
inhomogeneities in axial multi‐slice images are shown in 

Figure 9. Deep‐breathing and nose‐touching tasks resulted in 
substantial intensity modulations and ghosting, with stronger 
artifacts evident in more inferior brain regions, correspond-
ing to larger inhomogeneity coefficients measured in this 
slice (Supporting Information Figure S3). Artifacts were vis-
ibly reduced following retrospective correction, demonstrat-
ing the ability of the proposed technique to compensate for 
field inhomogeneities on a slice‐by‐slice basis.

Reconstruction time was ~40 s per channel and slice, using 
the proposed iterative reconstruction algorithm implemented 
in MATLAB R2016b (The MathWorks, Natick, MA). Coil 
compression reduced overall reconstruction times by a fac-
tor of 4, while maintaining highly similar image quality (see 
Supporting Information Figure S4).

4 |  DISCUSSION

4.1 | Accuracy of field monitoring
In this work, we propose a novel framework for measur-
ing spatially resolved dynamic field changes from rapidly 
acquired multi‐channel FIDnavs with no gradient encod-
ing. To assess the accuracy of the proposed method, we 

F I G U R E  3  Dynamic zeroth‐, first‐, and second‐order ΔB0 field inhomogeneity coefficients measured from FIDnavs in a 2D slice in the 
sagittal plane during inspiration and expiration (A). Comparison of ground‐truth ΔB0 field maps measured during inhale and exhale breath‐holds, 
results of direct second‐order SH fitting in the masked region, and field maps estimated from FIDnav inhomogeneity coefficients (B)
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compared field maps generated from FIDnav inhomogeneity 
coefficients to the results of directly fitting second‐order SH 
functions to measured pixel‐wise field maps in a series of 
phantom and volunteer experiments. This is the gold standard 
method used for static shimming on most scanners; however, 
direct fitting has limited applicability for real‐time shim-
ming because of the time taken to acquire a spatially resolved 
dual‐echo image. FIDnav B0 measurements exhibited high 
correlation with applied shim current changes up to second 
order in both phantom and volunteer experiments. Changing 
the second‐order shim terms X2‐Y2 and 2XY produced some 
additional linear fields in X and Y, which may be because 
of long‐time constant eddy currents induced by second‐order 
shim switching.25 Estimated shim coefficients were in excel-
lent agreement with the gold standard image‐based SH fitting 
results but FIDnav measurements can be acquired in a frac-
tion of the time and without disturbing the sequence.

In volunteers, deep breathing and nose touching induced 
strong susceptibility variations in both axial and sagittal 
planes, with maximum observed field changes consistent with 
previous studies.4,5 Second‐order FIDnav field measurements 
accounted for a significant proportion of the spatiotemporal 

field variations induced by both tasks, which were designed 
to mimic “worst‐case scenario” field changes. Applying  
second‐order FIDnav field correction for no motion and nor-
mal breathing (where field changes at 3T are minimal) did 
not result in any significant differences. Residual differences 
may also be explained in part by noise in the pixel‐wise field 
maps.

In‐plane SH coefficients up to second order were mea-
sured in this study, as this represents the range of possi-
ble correction fields currently available on most scanners. 
Solving for third‐order (or higher) changes is possible using 
high‐channel‐count coil arrays and enables modeling of more 
complex field distributions; however, increasing the number 
of coefficients also makes the system more sensitive to noise. 
We did not find significant differences between fitting for 
first‐, second‐, or third‐order inhomogeneity coefficients with 
FIDnavs for the field changes tested in this work (Supporting 
Information Figure S5). This suggests that first‐order FIDnav 
field measurements could be used to update the gradient off-
sets, providing a practical solution for real‐time field correc-
tion at 3T without the requirement for dynamic shimming 
capability. As susceptibility effects increase linearly with 

F I G U R E  4  Dynamic ΔB0 field inhomogeneity coefficients measured in a 2D axial slice during nose touching (A). Comparison of ground‐
truth ΔB0 field maps in the arm‐by‐side, mid‐way and nose‐touching positions, second‐order SH fit in the masked region and field maps estimated 
from FIDnav inhomogeneity coefficients (B)
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F I G U R E  5  Boxplots showing the relative mean sum‐of‐squares error (rMSSE) in percent of the estimated field maps across all 5 volunteers 
for “gold standard” second‐order SH fitting to the measured pixel‐wise field maps (A) and from second‐order inhomogeneity coefficients estimated 
from FIDnavs (B) in axial and sagittal planes for no motion, deep‐breathing, and nose‐touching tasks. Errors below 100% denote an improvement 
relative to no correction. FIDnav field estimates accounted for a significant (P < 0.05; denoted by *) proportion of the field variance induced by 
breathing and motion paradigms. The boxes encapsulate data between the first and third quartiles, with whiskers extending to the most extreme 
points not considered outliers (defined as points more than 1.5 times the interquartile distance away from the first or third quartiles, indicated as 
gray dots); median values are denoted by solid lines and mean values are denoted by open circles

F I G U R E  6  Retrospective correction results for high‐resolution, sagittal 2D FLASH images acquired at different TEs in a volunteer 
performing the deep breathing task. Normalized root‐mean‐square error (NRMSE) is shown for uncorrected and FIDnav‐corrected scans, relative to 
the reference image (A); dynamic zeroth‐, first‐, and second‐order field inhomogeneity coefficients measured using FIDnavs during deep breathing 
(B); zoomed‐in sections showing the improvement in image quality in the cerebellum following retrospective correction, and difference images 
(relative to the reference) before and after correction (C). Dynamic ΔB0 measurement and correction using the proposed FIDnav method enables a 
dramatic improvement in T∗

2
‐weighted image quality
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F I G U R E  7  (A) Retrospective correction results for high‐resolution axial 2D FLASH images acquired at different TEs in a volunteer 
performing the nose touching task. (B) Dynamic field inhomogeneity coefficients measured using FIDnavs during nose touching. (C) Zoomed‐in 
sections showing improvement in image quality and difference images before and after retrospective correction in T∗

2
‐weighted imaging, yellow 

arrow highlights a clear improvement in anatomical features following FIDnav field correction

F I G U R E  8  Boxplots showing normalized root‐mean‐square error (NRMSE) in percent across 5 volunteers, before and after retrospective 
correction of axial (A) and sagittal (B) T∗

2
‐weighted images (longest TE) acquired during deep breathing and nose touching. The boxes encapsulate 

data between the first and third quartiles, with whiskers extending to the most extreme points not considered outliers; median values are denoted by 
solid lines and mean values are denoted by open circles
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field strength, fitting for higher‐order coefficients may be 
necessary to accurately model breathing and motion‐induced 
field changes at 7T. As dedicated shim arrays become more 
readily available,7 the use of higher‐order FIDnav correction 
at 7T will be explored in future work.

Our proposed framework relies on the assumption 
that the relative position of the spin density distribution  
and the coil sensitivities remains constant for the duration 
of the scan. This is likely to be a cause of residual errors 
in the field map estimation (and remaining artifacts in T∗

2

‐weighted images) as relative motion between the object 
and coil is an additional source of FIDnav signal varia-
tions.26,27 This may explain why FIDnav field inhomoge-
neity estimation for the nose‐touching task in the sagittal 
plane was less robust in some volunteers, as movement of 
the hand within the excited slice represents an additional 
source of FIDnav signal changes that is not accounted for 

in the model. Volunteers were instructed to lie as still as 
possible to minimize the impact of head motion on esti-
mates of field changes and head motion was monitored 
using an external tracking device. FIDnav field maps were 
in good agreement with measured values, suggesting that 
small head movements <1 mm/° do not substantially affect 
the field measurements. It is expected that the accuracy of 
the proposed B0 field measurement approach would suffer 
in the presence of larger head movements as relative mo-
tion of the coil profiles is currently not considered in the 
model. Rotations of the head relative to the main magnetic 
field direction are also known to induce substantial mag-
netic field changes.6 Characterization of the relationship 
between motion and susceptibility‐induced field changes 
is a subject of ongoing research. Future work will explore 
an extended model that considers the effects of both mo-
tion and field changes on the measured FIDnavs.

F I G U R E  9  Retrospective correction 
results for the axial multi‐slice T∗

2
‐weighted 

acquisition; 2 superior and inferior slices 
are shown for deep breathing (A) and 
nose touching (B). The proposed approach 
successfully mitigates artifacts in multi‐slice 
T
∗

2
‐weighted imaging by compensating for 

the effects of dynamic ΔB0 inhomogeneities 
in each slice
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4.2 | Impact of retrospective correction
The deep‐breathing and nose‐touching tasks both resulted 
in substantial ghosting, blurring, and intensity modulation 
artifacts, which became increasingly prominent at longer 
TEs. Artifacts were noticeably reduced by incorporating 
spatiotemporal FIDnav field inhomogeneity estimates in the 
reconstruction, resulting in improved visualization of ana-
tomical details. The improvement in quantitative image qual-
ity (NRMSE) across all volunteers demonstrates the ability 
of FIDnavs to accurately capture continuous spatially vary-
ing field changes in real‐time.

In this work, we corrected for dynamic second‐order SH 
field changes measured using FIDnavs as a proof of concept 
of the proposed approach. This requires an iterative recon-
struction strategy, which substantially increases the recon-
struction time. Reconstruction was accelerated by limiting 
the number of iterations and by reducing the number of chan-
nels using a coil compression approach. Restricting field cor-
rection to first‐order changes would reduce the computational 
burden, as linear field inhomogeneities can be expressed as 
shifts in the underlying k‐space points. The additional benefit 
of correcting for higher‐order spatial field variations, versus 
reconstruction time, was beyond the scope of this work.

4.3 | Comparison to other FIDnav methods
Although initial studies demonstrated the use of naviga-
tor echoes to correct for global frequency fluctuations in 
fMRI,13,14 a variety of methods have since been proposed to 
encode FIDnav signals to measure spatially resolved field 
changes. Most approaches, including ours, require a refer-
ence scan to calibrate the spatial B0 measurements. However, 
unlike other methods that require the subject to cooperate for 
a training session involving deep‐breathing tasks,12,19 our 
approach does not require any patient interaction as the ef-
fect of field changes on FIDnav signals is calibrated entirely 
through a simulation step. Our proposed framework also of-
fers several key advantages over the method used by Versluis 
et al.,5 who used multi‐channel coil sensitivity information to 
weight the relative contribution of each (frequency‐encoded) 
navigator echo to provide an approximation of the B0 field: 
(1) it provides rapid and direct estimation of B0 inhomogene-
ity coefficients without phase unwrapping or fitting to pixel‐
wise field maps; (2) it does not require any gradient encoding 
(or a priori knowledge of the direction of expected field vari-
ations); and (3) it does not require explicit calculation of a 
coil sensitivity map as the coil sensitivities are inherently en-
coded within the reference image.

Another important distinction of our proposed framework 
lies in how ΔB0 is calculated. Most field measurement ap-
proaches rely on 2 or more measurements with different TEs 
and assume that phase changes are linear within a voxel.15,17,18 

Although this assumption may be valid for spatially resolved 
images and projections, it breaks down for unencoded point 
measurements, which represent the integral of the spin den-
sity contributions over the excitation volume. For inhomo-
geneous objects, phase differences are corrupted by voxel 
dephasing, T∗

2
 relaxation and chemical heterogeneity, and 

the relationship is no longer linear. These factors were cited 
by Splitthoff and Zaitsev,20 who successfully estimated ΔB0 
from the temporal evolution of FIDnav signals in a phantom, 
as a barrier to successful implementation of their approach in 
vivo. Here, we estimate changes in ΔB0 relative to a reference 
time point from FIDnavs sampled at the same time as TE 
of the reference image, therefore eliminating problems with 
chemical heterogeneity and relaxation.

4.4 | Applications and extensions
In this study, we measured dynamic, slice‐wise inhomoge-
neity coefficients from FIDnavs to correct artifacts in T∗

2

‐weighted images induced by magnetic field distortions dur-
ing deep breathing and arm motion. T∗

2
‐weighted imaging is 

being increasingly used at higher field strengths because of 
its high magnitude and phase contrast.28 Real‐time character-
ization of spatiotemporal field changes with FIDnavs would 
enable improvement of T∗

2
‐weighted imaging quality for a 

broad range of clinical applications including Alzheimer’s 
disease,29 Huntington’s disease,30 and stroke,31 as well as re-
search into structural brain changes during healthy aging.32

Our proposed method is simple to calibrate, requiring 
only acquisition of a low‐resolution reference image, and 
FIDnavs can be added without affecting image contrast or 
increasing scan time. The time needed to acquire the ref-
erence data for each subject could be reduced using paral-
lel imaging, imaging at a lower resolution, or by applying 
a pre‐calculated offset to compensate for gradient delays. 
This approach can be easily extended to 3D imaging, by 
acquiring a 3D reference image, and simulating SH coef-
ficient changes in the third dimension. This would require 
4 inhomogeneity coefficients to model first‐order changes 
and a total of 9 coefficients to model changes up to second 
order. Extension to other sequences is also possible (e.g., 
to provide distortion correction in EPI). This would require 
generation of a suitable reference image with matched con-
trast to simulate the FIDnav signal in the host sequence.33 
Inserting an FIDnav module increases the minimal TE by 
the duration of the navigator, which is not a problem for 
anatomical T∗

2
‐weighted imaging but may be a limitation 

for protocols that do not have a time delay to accommodate 
the FIDnav. Another minor limitation is that application 
to techniques involving dynamic signal changes (e.g., dy-
namic susceptibility contrast) will be challenging, as this 
represents an additional source of signal variation, not re-
lated to field changes.
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5 |  CONCLUSIONS

In summary, we demonstrate that spatiotemporal ΔB0 
changes up to second order can be characterized by the pro-
posed FIDnav method. FIDnav field estimates account for a 
significant proportion of the field variance induced by deep 
breathing and arm motion and can be acquired extremely 
rapidly, making this approach highly suited for continuous 
field monitoring and real‐time shimming applications. By 
incorporating dynamic FIDnav field inhomogeneity meas-
urements into the image reconstruction, we demonstrate 
dramatic improvement in T∗

2
‐weighted image quality in the 

presence of strong B0 field modulations.
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SUPPORTING INFORMATION

Additional supporting information may be found online in 
the Supporting Information section at the end of the article.

FIGURE S1 Comparison between first‐ and second‐order 
shim changes in a phantom, estimated by solving the inverse 
of Equation 5 via least‐squares fitting (linear approximation) 
(A); and using a non‐linear optimization algorithm to solve 
Equation 4 (direct fitting) (B). Solid line denotes the applied 
shim currents; filled circles with error bars show the mean 
and SD of FIDnav measurements in each scan; gray crosses 
denote results of direct SH fitting to pixel‐wise field maps. 
Both methods yield highly similar results, validating the use 
of a linear approximation for the range of field changes tested 
in this study
FIGURE S2 Comparison of zeroth‐, first‐, and second‐order 
inhomogeneity coefficients measured from SH fitting and 
FIDnavs across all volunteers performing the deep‐breathing 

task (sagittal plane; A) and across all volunteers performing 
the nose‐touching task (axial plane; B)
FIGURE S3 Dynamic field inhomogeneity coefficient es-
timates corresponding to the more superior (slice 9) and 
inferior (slice 2) brain regions shown in Figure 9 for the deep‐
breathing (A) and nose‐touching (B) experiments
FIGURE S4 Comparison of adaptive combine reconstruction 
results for 64‐channel head coil (A) and compression with 16 
virtual channels (B). Coil compression accelerates reconstruc-
tion while maintaining highly similar image quality (C)
FIGURE S5 Boxplots showing the relative mean sum‐of‐
squares error (rMSSE) in percent of the estimated field maps 
across all 5 volunteers for spherical harmonic (SH) coeffi-
cients up to third order estimated by direct SH fitting to pixel‐
wise field maps and estimated from the measured FIDnavs 
in axial (A) and sagittal (B) planes. Errors below 100% de-
note an improvement relative to no correction. No substantial 
differences were found between field maps generated from 
first‐, second‐, or third‐order SH coefficients estimated from 
FIDnavs for the field changes observed in this study
TABLE S1 Accuracy (mean absolute error) and precision 
(SD of error) of zeroth‐, first‐, and second‐order FIDnav in-
homogeneity coefficients, compared to the results of direct 
SH fitting to measured field maps in axial and sagittal planes 
across 5 volunteers performing deep‐breathing and nose‐
touching tasks. Maximum field changes for each paradigm 
are shown in brackets
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